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1 Installing LATEX

For Mac: Mac users should download the MacTex (1.8 GB) package from the
following website:

http://mirror.ctan.org/systems/mac/mactex/MacTeX.mpkg.zip

This package includes a front end, TeXShop.

For Windows: You should do these in order.

1. Download & Install MikTEX: http://miktex.org/2.9/setup

2. Download & Install TexMaker: http://www.xm1math.net/texmaker/download.html

3. Double Click the new TexMaker on your desktop and follow the installa-
tion instructions. You should stay with the defaults.

LATEX is a programming language for formatting documents that requires a
compiler (MikTEX for Windows/MacTEX for Mac). You can use an editor to
create the document from the programming code (TexShop/TexMaker, or any
text editor that you are comfortable with). If you install these with the default
options, new packages (we’ll come to what these are later) that you use should
be downloaded automatically (if you have an internet connection).

2 The Basic Structure of a LATEX document

The following piece of LATEX code:

\documentclass{article}

\begin{document}

Hello, \emph{world}!

\end{document}

∗Large portions of this document come from “LATEX for linguists redux” by Karlos Arregi,
Andrew Nevins, and Andrés Pablo Salanova.
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. . . does this:

Hello, world !

Before the \begin{document} is the preamble of a document where you can
specify the document parameters (author, title, date, etc.), define extra com-
mands, declare which type of document (report, article, book, etc.), and declare
packages you will use.

A more elaborate preamble:

\documentclass{article}

\usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}

\title{\LaTeX\ Workshop Handout}

\author{Rob Truswell, Joe Roy \& Jeff Mielke}

\date{April 2012}

\begin{document}

\maketitle

Hello, \emph{world} !

\end{document}

• \textbf{This text is boldfaced.}This text is boldfaced.

• \textit{This text is italicized.}This text is italicized.

• \textsl{This text is slanted.}This text is slanted.

• \texttt{This text is true-type.}This text is true-type.

• \textsc{This text is smallcaps.}This text is smallcaps.

• \textsc{textbf{This text is bold smallcaps.}}This text is bold
smallcaps.

• \textsc{This text is smallcaps.}This text is smallcaps.

• \underline{This text is underlined.}This text is underlined.

• \str{This text has a line through it.} This text has a line through it.

3 Comments

You can comment out certain areas of your document; they won’t show up in
the output. The comment character is %. Everything from it to the end of the
line will not appear in the output:

This text will show up.

% This text is commented out.

This text will show up, too.
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This text will show up. This text will show up, too.

The source for this document is full of comments to help you understand how
it was produced.

4 Packages

The command \usepackage{...} makes it easy to add extra commands to
core LATEX. Its arguments are files which contain predefined macros. These
files’ names always end in .sty. They are called sty files or packages.

LATEX usually comes with hundreds of packages pre-installed. But many
others (especially many linguistics packages) are not, and need to be downloaded
from somewhere.

• Many LATEX distributions automatically download packages for you (if
you’re connected to the internet).

• CTAN (http://ctan.org) is the LATEX site. You can find documentation
for new packages, and just browse to find packages for particular functions,
here.

• Very occasionally, you will find a package somewhere other than CTAN.
You can install it manually in this case: you normally just have to put
the file(s) in the right folder(s). Exactly where this is depends on your
individual setup.

5 Trees

There are many packages for producing trees. The easiest to use (but also
slightly limited) package is qtree: \usepackage{qtree} %No .sty!

qtree takes as input a labeled bracketed string and gives a tree as output.
The label of each constituent is given following a full stop, immediately after
the bracket at either end of the constituent.

\Tree [.TP There$_i$ [.T\1 T [.VP seems [.TP $t_i$ [.T\1 to

[.VP be \qroof{a tree here}.SC ] ] ] ] ] ]
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TP

Therei T′

T VP

seems TP

ti T′

to VP

be SC

a tree here
qtree is very picky:

• the spaces between nodes and brackets are obligatory.

• the input cannot contain blank lines (although linebreaks are OK)

For more complex trees, with arrows between nodes, etc., qtree integrates
quite well with a package called tree-dvips (NB: to make the arrows show up,
you must choose to compile your document in three stages, latex → dvips →
ps2pdf, rather than using the single command pdflatex).

6 Semantics

LATEX has a special mode for typesetting mathematical equations, called math
mode. Any text contained between two $ signs is treated as if it were in math
mode. Quite a few things work differently in math mode from in text mode (in
particular, text is set in italics by default and LATEX doesn’t put spaces between
words unless you force it), but math mode also makes available most necessary
symbols for typesetting semantic formulae, e.g.:

λ :\lambda ι :\iota ∈ :\in
∀ :\forall ∃ :\exists ¬ :\neg
∧ :\wedge ∨ :\vee → :\rightarrow
{}:\{\} DDt

e :D_e^{D_t} ∩∪:\cap\cup
〈σ, τ〉:\langle\sigma,\tau\rangle

Don’t forget the $ signs! Math mode commands, like the names for Greek
letters, must have a $ sign either side of them.

Any input which is not a command or special character is typeset like the
name of a variable:

$\lambda x. x~left$
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λx.x left
For regular text in math mode, either use the command \mbox{...}, or

(normally preferred) \textnormal{...}:

$\lambda x. x \mbox{ left}$

λx.x left

$\lambda \textnormal{x.x left}$

λx.x left

7 Trees inside Brackets

For those of you who have been fighting with how to computerize Heim &
Kratzer. . .

This is one of the most complex things in here. The following text is com-
mented in the source file to give some idea of what’s going on. The star of the
show are the flexible-height double brackets provided by the stmaryrd package,
so make sure to include that in your preamble. The rest is a nice example of
the sort of trickery that is easily achievable with LATEX.

\newsavebox{\thetree}

\begin{lrbox}{\thetree}

\parbox{2in}{

\Tree [.TP John$_1$ [.T\1 T [.VP left t$_1$ ] ] ]

}\end{lrbox}

$\left\llbracket

\usebox{\thetree}

\right\rrbracket$
u

wwwwwww
v

TP

John1 T′

T VP

left t1

}

�������
~

As you see, you have to calculate the width of the box that contains the trees,
so that placement of the brackets is correct (the height is correctly figured
out by LATEX, though). In the example above we should have chosen a value
smaller than 2in, perhaps 1.5in or so. LATEX understands all the usual units of
measurements: in, cm, pt, em (the width of an “m” in the current font), ex
(the width of an “x”), etc.

Of course, if you were going to do this with any frequency at all, you should
define the above as a new command in the preamble, and call it each time you
need it, to avoid repeating the same long string of commands.
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8 Examples and Glosses using the Linguex pack-
age

8.1 Examples and Cross-References

To create an example using the linguex package, use the command \ex. (includ-
ing the full stop). The examples are automatically numbered sequentially, and
if you go back and add another example later, the numbers, cross-references,
etc. will all be updated automatically:

\ex. This is example 1.

\ex. ‘‘This is example 2,’’ said the Queen.

(1) This is example 1.

(2) “This is example 2,” said the Queen

NB: LATEX doesn’t generally care about how many spaces, blank lines, etc. you
use in your document, but linguex, like qtree, is very fussy. There must be one
space after \ex., at least one blank line after each example, and no blank lines
between subitems.

If you want to refer to the next example or the one after it, use the com-
mands: \Next, and \NNext. Right now, these commands refer to (3) and (4),
respectively.

(3) This is the Next example

(4) This is the NNext example

The same can be done with the previous example, or the one before it, using
\Last and \LLast: which refer to (4), and (3), respectively.

If you want to refer to an example that occurred earlier than that, you
can use the \label{} and \ref{} commands. You assign a name to a par-
ticular example using \label{name}, then refer to it again by that name with
\ref{name}. For example:

\ex.\label{refer} I want to refer to this later.

In \ref{refer} I wrote ‘‘I want to refer to this later.’’

(5) I want to refer to this later.

In (5) I wrote “I want to refer to this later.”

This same trick with \label and \ref can be used to refer to tables, sections,
footnotes,. . . Just assign a label to the element in question with \label and
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refer to it from elsewhere in the document with \ref.1 I wouldn’t waste much
time reading footnote 1. Section 11 is much more important. (Inspect the source
file to see how these cross-references were implemented).

You need to run LATEX twice in order for it to know how to match the
references. Otherwise, question marks will appear instead of numbering and
you will get a warning about “undefined references”.

To use examples with subitems, use \ex. \a. for the first item, \b., \c.,
etc. for the following items. All letters above \b. are just clones of \b.. To
stop adding subitems and go up one level, use \z..

\ex.\a. example a

\b. \a.\label{ProbablyNotVeryImportant} example b-i

\b. example b-ii

\z.

\b. example c

(6) a. example a
b. (i) example b-i

(ii) example b-ii
c. example c

You can include cross-references to subitems in exactly the same way as to main
examples - just vary where you put the \label command. So now we can use
\ref{ProbablyNotVeryImportant} to refer to (6bi).

By default, linguex formats references using a dash, e.g. 6-a. To produce (6a)
by default, include this command in the preamble: \renewcommand{\refdash}{}.

Minor warning: linguex is one package which can cause ugly interactions
with particular choices of fonts. You can usually get round these problems by
changing the order in which you call different packages and declare particular
font encodings (but we won’t cover fonts today).

8.2 Glosses

To use glosses, the command (also part of the linguex package) is \exg. for a
single gloss, and \ex. \ag., \.bg, etc. for itemized examples. The \label{}

and \ref{} commands can be applied either to the number, or to subitems (e.g.
a, b, c, ...). Separate each line with \\. Items on the second line will be aligned
automatically with those on the first line, as separated by spaces. The third
line is a more idiomatic translation — if you don’t need this, just leave it out
(but still end the second line with \\).

\ex. \ag. Nikto tam ne byl.\\

NI.who-NOM.M.SG there NEG was-M.SG.\\

‘No one was there’.

1So here is a footnote.
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%

\bg. Nikogo tam ne bylo.\\

NI.who-GEN.M.SG there NEG was-N.SG.\\

%This example will not have an idiomatic translation

(7) a. Nikto
NI.who-NOM.M.SG

tam
there

ne
NEG

byl.
was-M.SG.

‘No one was there.’

b. Nikogo
NI.who-GEN.M.SG

tam
there

ne
NEG

bylo.
was-N.SG.

If you want a succession of words to be taken as a single unit, enclose them in
curly braces. For example, in (8), ‘a few’ is treated as a single unit:

\exg. J’ai lu quelques livres\\

I read.{\sc past} {a few} books\\

(8) J’ai
I

lu
read.past

quelques
a few

livres
books

9 Enumerate and Itemize Environments

These two environments provide the tools in LATEX for you to produce numbered
lists and bullets. For example, the following code:

\begin{itemize}

\item Some imporant point.

\begin{itemize}

\item Buy asparagus tomorrow.

\item Worry about carbon footprint.

\begin{itemize}

\item Laugh at GWB.

\end{itemize}

\end{itemize}

\end{itemize}

• Some imporant point.

– Buy asparagus tomorrow.

– Worry about carbon footprint.

∗ Laugh at GWB.

The enumerate environment does the same thing, but with numbers rather
than bullets.
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\begin{enumerate}

\item First item

\begin{enumerate}

\item First sub-item

\begin{enumerate}

\item First sub-sub-item

\begin{enumerate}

\item First sub-sub-sub-item.

\end{enumerate}

\end{enumerate}

\end{enumerate}

\end{enumerate}

1. First item

(a) First sub-item

i. First sub-sub-item

A. First sub-sub-sub-item.

There is also a more flexible environment, list, for lists which don’t fit either
of the above moulds.

10 Tabular

The tabular environment is used for drawing tables and formatting text on the
page.

\begin{center}

\begin{tabular}{ l || c | r }

\hline

Text & Centred & Very ugly right-aligned \\ \hline

on the & text & \\

left & $\int_0^\infty\frac{\textnormal{sin}~x}{x}=\frac{\pi}{2}$ & text \\[1.5ex]

\hline

\end{tabular}

\end{center}

Text Centred Very ugly right-aligned
on the text

left
∫∞
0

sin x
x = π

2 text

11 Phonetic transcription

• In the document header, \usepackage{tipa}

• Then use \textipa to enter transcriptions (some codes are guessable):
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\textipa{[dOg fIS caw faks m2Nkij k\super h{}\ae{}t]}

[dOg fIS caw faks m2Nkij khæt]

• Diacritics have codes too:

\textipa{[Int\s{\*r}n\ae{}S@n\s{l} f@nERik \ae{}lf@bEt]}

[Intô
"
næS@nl

"
f@nERik ælf@bEt]

• Some useful symbols (these accents/diacritics also work outside tipa):
\|[t tS dZ T D S Z K \;R \textltailn N R \*r 4 P
t” tS dZ T D S Z K ö ñ N R ô 4 P
I U @ E 2 O \”o \o \oe \ae A \˜e è é ê ě
I U @ E 2 O ö ø œ æ A ẽ è é ê ě

• An exhaustive list of tipa symbols is in the manual:
http://www.ctan.org/get/fonts/tipa/tipaman.pdf

• Defining these new commands in the document header makes it simpler to
enter text in brackets. You don’t have to understand what the commands
do, but if you can see what they do, you can start making your own
commands:

\newcommand{\ipa}[1]{\textipa{#1}}

\newcommand{\ips}[1]{$/$\textipa{#1}$/$}

\newcommand{\ip}[1]{\textipa{[#1]}}

• With these commands, transcriptions can be entered like this:

\ips{tr\ae{}nskrIpS@n} \\

\ipa{tr\ae{}n.skrIp.S@n} \\

\ip{tS\r*{\*r}\‘{\~{\ae{}}}n.sk\*r\’{I}p.S\s{n}}

/trænskrIpS@n/
træn.skrIp.S@n
[tSô

˚
`̃æn.skốIp.Sn

"
]

12 OT tableaux and phonological rules

You can use these commands in your header if you want to write OT tableaux
(they are just there to define the pointing hand). Apart from this, tableaux are
just special applications of the tabular environment.
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\usepackage{pifont}

\newcommand{\hand}{\ding{43}}

Making a tableau:

\begin{tabular}{||rl|c|c|c|c||}

\hline\hline

\multicolumn{2}{||c|}{\ips{ni-suprih}}

& \textsc{Ident-}

& \textsc{Ident-}

& *\ipa{is}

& \textsc{Ident-}

\\

\multicolumn{2}{||c|}{‘measure’ (1sg.)}

& [back]

& [high]

& & [ant] \\

\hline\hline

a) & \ipa{nisuprih} & & & *! & \\

\hline

\hand b) & \ipa{ni\v{s}uprih} & & & & * \\

\hline

c) & \ipa{nesuprih} & & *! & & \\

\hline

d) & \ipa{nusuprih} & *! & & & \\

\hline

e) & \ipa{ne\v{s}uprih} & & *! & & * \\

\hline\hline

\end{tabular}

/ni-suprih/ Ident- Ident- *is Ident-
‘measure’ (1sg.) [back] [high] [ant]

a) nisuprih *!
Rb) nǐsuprih *

c) nesuprih *!
d) nusuprih *!
e) nešuprih *! *

You can use these commands in your header if you want to write SPE-style
phonological rules:

\newcommand{\fv}[2]{#1\mbox{#2}}

\newcommand{\femaone} [1]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1

\end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\fematwo} [2]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2

\end{array} \right]$}
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\newcommand{\femathree}[3]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\femafour} [4]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \\ #4 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\femafive} [5]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \\ #4 \\ #5 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\femasix} [6]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \\ #4 \\ #5 \\ #6 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\femaseven}[7]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \\ #4 \\ #5 \\ #6 \\ #7 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\femaeight}[8]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \\ #4 \\ #5 \\ #6 \\ #7 \\ #8 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\femanine} [9]{$\left[ \begin{array}{l} #1 \\ #2 \\

#3 \\ #4 \\ #5 \\ #6 \\ #7 \\ #8 \\ #9 \end{array} \right]$}

\newcommand{\locus}{\rule{.5cm}{.01cm}}

\newcommand{\hybridf}[2]{$\begin{array}{c} #1 \\ #2 \end{array}$}

\newcommand{\phonrule}[4] {#1 $\rightarrow$ #2 / #3 \locus{} #4}

Writing a rule:

\phonrule{\ipa{s}}

{\femaone{\fv{-}{ant}}}

{\femathree{\fv{+}{syl}}{\fv{+}{high}}{\fv{-}{back}}}

{}

s →
[
−ant

]
/

 +syl
+high
−back



13 Graphics

Graphics are not straightforward in LATEX but they can be used. See http://

en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Importing Graphics for more information. (De-
pending on what you are displaying, you may have to convert the image file to
a different format or change the way you’re compiling .tex documents.)

The basic idea is to use the graphicx package, which defines a command
\includegraphics. By default, Macs compile LATEX documents in a slightly
different way from Windows computers, and each makes it easier to work in a
different format. There are two examples of the command included here in the
source file, both commented out. Uncomment them one by one and see which
one makes the picture appear.

The tikz package is a very powerful environment for producing vector graph-
ics within LATEX documents. You can produce any diagram imaginable in this
environment, but with a lot of patience. For anything more complex than a
flowchart, create your graphic elsewhere and import it as a separate file.
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14 BibTEX

As with many things in LATEX, there are a number of ways to generate the
bibliography. Some require more investment upfront to reduce workload later
on while other ways require less work in the present, but more work over time.
If you are using LATEX on a somewhat regular basis, it is worthwhile to become
familiar with BibTEX and how to use it to generate bibliography.

14.1 Bibliographical Database

One of the benefits of using LATEX is that you can generate references from one
bibliography file that contains a larger set of references (like Endnote or Refer-
ence Manager). Thus, you don’t have to cut and paste and the re-alphabetize
each new set of references for articles, handouts etc. In order to generate a
bibliographic database, you need to create a .bib file where you store all of your
bibliographic information. Each reference has a separate entry in a standard
format:

@Book{da1992,

author = {Durst-Andersen, Per},

ALTeditor = {},

title = {Mental Grammar: Russian Aspect},

publisher = {Slavica Publisher},

year = {1992},

OPTkey = {},

OPTvolume = {},

OPTnumber = {},

OPTseries = {},

address = {Columbus, Ohio},

OPTedition = {},

OPTmonth = {},

OPTnote = {},

OPTannote = {}

}

%All the empty fields can be omitted, but don’t do any harm.

%BibTeX will get mildly upset if e.g. you don’t specify an author

%for your book, though.

@article{pt2000,

author = "Shana Poplack and Sali Tagliamonte",

year= "2000",

title= "The grammaticalization of going to in (African American)

English",

journal="Language Variation and Change",

volume= "11",

pages = "315--342"}
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@incollection{royStead1923,

author = "James Royster and John Steadman",

year = "1923",

title = "The going-to Future",

booktitle= "Manly Anniversarry studies in Language and Linguistics",

address= "Freeport, NY",

publisher="Books for Library Press",

pages= "394--403"}

Save this information in a .bib file (a plain text file format you can edit with
any text editor — see the file future.bib). Notice each entry has a shorthand
reference at the beginning of the entry (e.g. pt2000). These have to be unique
for each entry: they work in a similar way to \label and \ref above.

Once you have the bib file, you can start refering to inline citations. Include
the natbib package in your preamble, then use the following commands:

1. \citet{...}: parentheses around the year only, e.g. Poplack and Taglia-
monte (2000).

2. \citep{...}: parentheses around everything, e.g. (Poplack and Taglia-
monte 2000).

3. \citealt{...}: no parentheses, e.g. Poplack and Tagliamonte 2000.

4. \citeauthor{...}: author only, e.g. Poplack and Tagliamonte.

5. \citeyear{...}: year only, e.g. 2000.

6. Etc.

The first three of these can contain an optional argument where you specify
a page (etc.) reference, e.g. \citet[:329]{pt2000} gives this: Poplack and
Tagliamonte (2000:329).

Finally, you need to tell BibTEX how to format your bibliography items, us-
ing the \bibliographystyle{...} command (common arguments are chicago,
for formatting in line with the Chicago Manual of Style; or newapa, for APA-
like formatting. Style files for many journals can also be found online). Also,
tell LATEX where to put your bibliography, by using the \bibliography{...}

command, with the name(s) of your .bib file(s) as an argument.
Once you have the appropriate commands inserted (see below), you run

LATEXthen BibTEX then LATEX two more times.

A number of studies \citep{ctw2008,pt2000,pt2001} have made claims

about the trajectory of the future in English, but these claims

are based on modern varieties of English rather than actual

historical data. As \citet[:39--50]{pt2001} shows,
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%before the \end{document} you have to create the bibliography.

\bibliographystyle{chicago}

\bibliography{future}

A number of studies (Cacoullos and Walker 2008, Poplack and Tagliamonte
2000, 2001) have made claims about the trajectory of the future in English,
but these claims are based on modern varieties of English rather than actual
historical data. As Poplack and Tagliamonte (2001:39–50) shows,
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15 Pour les francophones

Of course, LATEX doesn’t really care which language you type in 90% of the
time. But it’s easy to tell LATEX to make the subtle changes which distinguish
classic French-language typesetting from English. Include the following in the
preamble: \usepackage[frenchb]{babel}. babel is LATEX’s internationaliza-
tion package, and frenchb specifies a standard set of options for French (there
are also canadien and acadien options defined, but honestly I can’t see a differ-
ence). This will tell LATEX to hyphenate strings of characters as French rather
than English words. It also defines several new commands:

• Les � guillemets � se produisent avec \og et \fg.

• Pour les abréviations, il y a \up{...} : M\up{me} produit Mme.

• On peut formater les noms de famille avec \bsc{...} : M. Durand.

To produce a bilingual document, specify multiple languages as options for
babel, e.g. \usepackage[frenchb,english]{babel}. You then switch between
languages using commands like \selectlanguage{english} (or French), or for
a short passage, \foreignlanguage{english}{...}. Inspect the source file to
see a couple of examples of this.

By default, LATEX doesn’t understand characters with accents and will ignore
them. I know that you can set LATEX up to behave as you would expect if you
type, e.g., an “é”, but I don’t have those keys on my keyboard so I’ve never
found out how to do it. On an anglophone keyboard, you produce accents using
commands:
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\’e \‘a \"{\i} \oe \c{c}

é à ı̈ œ ç

16 Troubleshooting

Most things fail to compile the first time. If you are not used to programming,
you may have issues at the beginning making sure that all of the brackets, etc.,
are where they are supposed to be. Most of the time, the compiler will tell you
where there is a problem. If you’re not quite sure what the error is, but you
think you know where it is, you can comment out code line-by-line to localize
the problem.

For other issues, there’s google. Searching for ’latex’ and the command
you’re trying to use will often help you narrow or solve the problem. Also, if
you’re using a package, reading the documentation will also help and show you
how to customize package options.

A couple of linguistics-specific LATEX resources:

• LATEX for linguists: http://ling.upenn.edu/advice/latex.html

• A Guide to LATEX for Linguists: http://clwww.essex.ac.uk/latex4ling

• The ling-TEX list: http://www.ifi.uio.no/~dag/ling-tex.html

17 Pretending you used Microsoft Word

Usually using LATEX makes you look a little smarter to your readers. If someone
(like SSHRC) requests that you submit something in the Times New Roman
font because that’s what they are used to reading, you don’t have to redo ev-
erything in Word. You can just add \usepackage{mathptmx} to your header.
For getting rid of LATEX’s lovely wide margins, use the geometry package, e.g.
\usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}.

18 Pretending you used PowerPoint

To create slide presentations in LATEX there is a package called beamer that
you can use. beamer is very powerful and flexible, but can’t be covered in
this workshop due to time constraints (but functions with the same principles).
There is a very detailed manual online that can walk you through beamer (c.250
pages, but you can get the hang by reading about 1/10 of that).
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